Pieris japonica ‘Piesid2’ GLOWING HEARTS™

The Pieris that practically glows!

Its glossy evergreen foliage emerges in scarlet hues so vivid, it almost glows in the garden. In early spring, GLOWING HEARTS™ is covered with cascading racemes of pink, bell-shaped flowers. This versatile Pieris displays equally well planted en masse, in borders or beds, as a stand-alone garden specimen, or in a patio pot.

**PLEASE CALL for A LIST of AVAILABLE SIZES and PRICING**

Tel (604) 826-3537 / Fax (604) 820-9680
info@sidhunursery.com
www.sidhunursery.com

- Scarlet new growth shot with chartreuse
- Blooms early spring
- Pink bell-shaped flowers on cascading racemes
- Full sun to partial shade
- Mature size 5’H x 5’W at ten years
- USDA Zones 6 to 9

**Sidhu & Sons Nursery Ltd**

TRUE NORTHERN ROOTS for STRONG and HEALTHY PLANTS™